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Bonn, 17 April 2012 
JP/IPC 

 

Universality Wild Card 

Dear NPC President / Secretary General, 

On behalf of the IPC I am pleased to inform you that the following Universality 
Wild Card application has been accepted for your NPC: 

Name Gender Sport Sport Class Event(s) SDMS ID 

Christian Bernardi M AT F55 Shot Put 17349 

 

Please note that this invitation is subject to the following conditions: 

- The athlete needs to be on LOCOG’s accreditation “long list”. Deadline 
for submission of accreditation applications to LOCOG is 20 April 2012. 
Please consult with your LOCOG Regional Coordinator to resolve any 
accreditation issues. 

- The athlete needs to fulfill all eligibility criteria for entry into the Games 
by the Sport Entries deadline of 6 August 2012. Please consult the 
Qualification Guide for the specific eligibility criteria that apply to your 
athlete, particularly with regard to classification. 

- The online Sport Entries system opens on 1 July 2012, and it is your 
responsibility to undertake the athlete entry.  

- The athlete needs to hold an active SDMS license for the 2012 season. 

NPC San Marino 
Via email 



  

 

- The Universality Wild Card has been granted because at this point in time 
your NPC has no athlete otherwise qualified for the Games. Should any 
athlete from your country qualify (including through the Bipartite 
process!) for the London 2012 Paralympic Games over the coming 
weeks, the Universality Wild Card will be revoked and the qualification 
slot allocation will automatically take precedent. 

- The athlete is only eligible to compete in the event(s) listed above. 

Congratulations and I wish you a successful 2012 London Paralympic Games. 
 
With kind regards, 

 
Jürgen Padberg 
Paralympic Games Sport and NPC Services Senior Manager 


